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**ABSTRACT**

High-resolution information about the geologic setting for denied-access sites is critical for the monitoring and detection of clandestine nuclear test (e.g., the evaluation of seismic wave propagation, the prediction of gas releases, and evaluation of tunnel layouts). An important case-in-point is the lack of precise, large-scale geologic maps for North Korea’s underground nuclear test site near Punggye-ri. As a proof-of-principle, we have developed and applied a geologic assessment methodology at the NKTS which employed a novel geomorphometric analysis technique to produce a high-resolution (5-meter) geologic map of the site. This map helps refine the USGS reconnaissance geology map (which was based on the analysis of ASTER spectral imagery data and extrapolations from nearby 1930’s Japanese ground survey reporting) at the Punggye-ri site. Our assessment provided the means to evaluate a number of geologic factors related to the testing at the Punggye-ri site, including the proximity of carbonate rocks to the test locations, the relationship between fracture rock and containment, and possible motivation for continued tunneling at the “South Portal” location.
Abstract:

By the early 2000s, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK, or North Korea) established an underground nuclear test site 17 kilometers north of the village of Punggye-ri, at the foot of Mt. Manthap in North Hamgyong Province in the northeastern part of the country. To date, North Korea has conducted three tunnel-emplaced (underground) nuclear explosive tests: on 9 October 2006, 25 May 2009, and, most recently, on 12 February 2013. Recent advances in seismic monitoring (in conjunction with information from openly available commercial satellite imagery) have made possible the very precise determination of the test locations with a resolution of a few hundred meters (See Appendix A). Such precision raises the salience for a more accurate geologic site characterization that could provide:

1. A better understanding of host rock integrity and geologic coupling characteristics,
2. A means to facilitate a more accurate determination of explosive yields,
3. A better understanding of event containment and the likelihood of venting, and
4. An enhanced understanding of the potential radionuclides transport mechanisms that might assist in future monitoring and verification of any future tests.

This study was prompted by the need for more precise mapping and characterization of the geology of North Korean nuclear test site, given that precise, large-scale (1:50,000 or better), ground-survey-sourced geologic maps are entirely lacking for the immediate area of North Korea’s underground nuclear test site near Punggye-ri (at least outside of North Korea). Information from several sources was integrated in this study, including previous, publicly available, ground survey geologic mapping studies (some of which date to the 1920s and 1930s), United States Geological Survey (USGS) research and reporting in 2008 and small-scale reconnaissance mapping effort in 2010, coupled with what could be derived by application of LANL-developed geomorphometric analysis methodologies. Original commercial satellite imagery-based imagery analysis and 3-D geospatial visualization tools and techniques were also employed to further refine the geologic site characterization.

The key findings of this study can be summarized as follows:
1. This study demonstrates a low probability for the existence of Precambrian (Proterozoic, “Matenrei”) limestone/dolomite in the immediate vicinity of the nuclear test site, which also mitigates the likelihood of any prompt venting due to non-condensable carbon dioxide gas generation.

2. There is sufficient evidence to infer that some sort of lithological boundary separates different composition basement host rocks at the foot of Mt. Manthap within the main area of the Punggye-ri nuclear test site proper.

3. The 2006 nuclear test occurred (via the "East Portal") in basement host rock characterized as highly foliated and highly fractured, either Precambrian Saitoku gneiss (as mapped) or “Meisen schistose granite” probably of Mesozoic/Jurassic age (and exhibiting attributes similar to the nearby Saitoku quartz porphyry).

4. The 2009 and 2013 tests occurred (via the "West Portal") in a more competent plutonic host rock, either Mesozoic/Cretaceous Tokureido diorite (as mapped), a very hard rock comparable to granite, or, alternatively, a less fractured variation of a Mesozoic granite, which, in either case, likely provides better containment and better coupling. Note: New tunneling at the "West Portal" (subsequent to the 2013 test) is ongoing, and additional nuclear testing can be expected to occur in that same competent host rock sometime in the future.

5. Such geologic differences could be one possible contributing factor in the prompt release of detected radionuclides associated with the 2006 event; and explain why the eastern tunnel complex was subsequently abandoned; and provide a reason why the 2009 and 2013 events did not vent (apart from a late detection in 2013, possibly the result of a post-event reentry in April 2013).

6. Additional tunneling at a third portal (at the “South Portal”) is evidently located in host rock that is similar to that used in association with the latter two tests (but perhaps having higher water saturation).

7. A stratified Quaternary volcanic sequence (likely including basalts, tuffs, and rhyolites) is readily distinguishable and forms the top 200 meters of Mt. Manthap and includes a thin capping layer of Shintokuri olivine basalt (evident as a prominent scarp along the western and northern portion of the test site). This sequence lays unconformably upon the basement rocks situated within the test site proper.

Recommendations for future work include a spectral analysis of the most recently excavated spoil material from both the “West Portal” and the “South Portal” and the recently exposed sections of bedrock on the western slopes using HYPERION hyperspectral
data, and to obtain a higher resolution (1 meter) digital elevation model (DEM) to more precisely cross-correlate ground survey-mapped areas with non-ground survey-mapped areas. Evaluation of the topography-geology relationship at the NNSS (Nevada National Security Site) suggests that a DEM resolution of about 1 meter is required to optimize the extraction of terrain characteristics that can be used to characterize the underlying lithologies. The application of commercially available high resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery could also help to shed new light on the underlying lithologies and the extent of foliations and fracturing; and, if both pre- and post- test radar imagery for each event (including any future events) could be obtained, interferometric coherent change detection would likely also reveal subtle surface disturbances yielding even greater precision with respect to the event geo-locations.6
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**Introduction:**

Precise, large-scale (1:50,000 or better), ground-survey-sourced geologic maps are entirely lacking for the immediate area of North Korea's underground nuclear test site near Punggye-ri (at least outside of North Korea), and given that the nuclear test site is a sensitive and denied-access site, such maps are unlikely to become available in the foreseeable future. The available maps for the test site area are of small scale (e.g., varying from 1:500,000 to 1:1 million scale), and include one openly published by North Korea in 1994. High quality large-scale (1:50,000) ground-survey geologic maps do exist for the neighboring regions around the test site, and include a pair of large scale geologic maps (quadrangles) abruptly terminating 12 kilometers south and east of the test site in “folios” of Japanese geologic reporting dating back the 1920s and 1930s. Recent USGS reporting, and associated reconnaissance mapping, drew effectively from those sources. The more recent reporting by the USGS (2010) employed a variety of commercial satellite imagery datasets to create an extrapolative reconnaissance geologic map of the Punggye-ri nuclear test site and environs (see Figure 2). A subsequent Los Alamos National Laboratory review of that effort found that while the conclusions pertaining to an inferred lithological boundary in the eastern half of the test site are plausible, a second inferred lithological boundary (suggesting the presence of dolomite/limestone in an active area of nuclear testing) in the western half of the test site is questionable (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). That review led to a proposal for additional analysis, which formed the basis for this study, with a reevaluation of all available geologic information and commercial-satellite-sourced remote sensing data, and integration of these results with a LANL-derived quantitative
terrain analysis technique in an attempt to derive a clearer understanding of the geologic setting and character of North Korea’s Nuclear Test Site at Punggye-ri.

**Background**

Most Proliferation Detection applications employed to monitor clandestine underground nuclear tests require a high-fidelity 3-D geologic model of the subsurface (e.g., modeling of seismic wave propagation, evaluating potential leakage pathways of radio-nuclides through rock fractures, and *a priori* site characterization and evaluation for treaty monitoring). However, our lack of adequate geologic site characterization for denied-access sites typically limits representations of the subsurface geology to over-simplified half-space or planar geologic models which compromises our ability to evaluate clandestine tests. There is a clear need for accurate surface geologic maps upon which to build 3-D geologic models.

![Figure 1: Schematic of the relationship between subsurface geology and surface topography.](image)

One source of information to constrain the surface geology of a denied-access area is the use of commercial satellite imagery for reconnaissance geologic mapping and site characterization. The application of such data specifically for nuclear test sites in denied-access areas for verification applications is not a new one (see review in Prost, 2013). An historical example of the use of remote sensing for geologic characterization was a study conducted by LANL in 1990 which focused on the Nevada Test Site as a test case and integrated the relevant datasets (including remote sensing data, geophysical data, geological and geomorphological data) to identify and characterize the geology of a region where only incomplete or inaccurate datasets exist (or where direct geological data is
This study employed the best available imagery at that time which included four primary data sets: Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS, 60 meter resolution); Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM, 30 meter resolution); SPOT Multispectral (XS, 20 meter resolution); and SPOT Panchromatic: (Pan, 10 meter resolution). An important conclusion of this study was that despite a limited sensor suite, there was sufficient spatial resolution and spectral band positions to make possible the extrapolation of spectral reflectance and morphologic information into unmapped regions for lithologic discrimination. New procedures for image analysis and thematic map production were beginning to be developed and applied to regions for which there is a paucity of *a priori* geologic information. One method being examined at the time,

"...extrapolates image product and "ground truth" observations from a previously mapped region into an adjacent region that has been imaged with the same data as the "ground truth" region. The next logical step in the progression of remote sensing applications (and one of our primary research efforts) is the development of "transportable" image processing techniques and feature identification databases that can be used to characterize the geologic environment of an inaccessible region for which there is essentially no a priori knowledge ("ground truth") of the region’s geology."  

The 1990 LANL study concluded that determination of the local subsurface geology requires sound knowledge of the regional geologic setting and that a skilled remote sensing geologist with no prior knowledge about the geology of an area can derive a basic regional geological model by assessing various factors as physiography, geomorphology, structural geology, stratigraphy and lithology, hydrogeology, and vegetation through inferences drawn from both spectral and spatial analysis. Identifications could be derived directly based upon spectral signature (ideally when bedrock is exposed) or through pattern recognition (subjectively by inspection using terrain analysis, or, more objectively, using image processing algorithms). As the authors point out:

"Drainage patterns can provide substantial information on the nature of rock outcrops, e.g., lithology, surface slope, age, and weathering processes that have affected the outcrop. Likewise, the assessment of geographic context and morphology (landform shape and relief) has aided geomorphologists in the identification of landforms and in the interpretation of geologic landscapes."
This preliminary work has established the fundamental methodology for geologic site characterization of denied-access locations.

Following North Korea’s first nuclear test at the Punggye-ri test site in October 2006, geologists at the United States Geological Survey (USGS) applied these principles and undertook a review in 2008 of all available geological information of that area. They found that a large-scale geologic map was lacking for the area immediately encompassing the Punggye-ri nuclear test site. Although official North Korean Geologic and Tectonic maps were published in 1994 that cover the entire Korean peninsula, both were produced at only 1:1 million scale. The small scale of these maps, along with some notable inconsistencies, limited their utility for detailed geologic site characterization of the nuclear test site. As a result, in 2010, the USGS conducted a remote sensing reconnaissance mapping study to arrive at a clearer and more accurate understanding of the geologic setting of the North Korean underground nuclear test site. That study involved an interpretive extrapolation from a combination of three larger scale (1:50,000) geologic map folios (quadrangles covering areas south, southeast, and east of the test site produced in the 1920s and 1930s by the Japanese) together with both low resolution (varying from 15-90 m) Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) 14-band multispectral satellite imagery and GeoEye high resolution (1.8 m MS and .44 m PAN) commercial satellite imagery. Spectral analysis was also conducted using the ASTER imagery, and surficial geomorphic comparative analysis was based on the global digital elevation model (GDEM) generated from the ASTER imagery through a joint effort with NASA and Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI). The USGS study acknowledged the limitations of the resultant extrapolations (particularly given stated limitations associated with the spectral profile analysis) for geologic mapping of the nuclear test site proper, but nonetheless concluded:

“While this interpretation relies heavily on subjective qualitative interpretations of the structural and spectral characteristics of the geology, it remains the best approximation that can be made with the available information.”

One of the problematic features of the USGS mapping is the close proximity of an inferred geologic boundary between diorite and dolomite/limestone rock (see
Figure 2 and Figure 3) to the 2009 and 2013 underground nuclear test epicenters, which is at odds with the strong likelihood of containment failure near such an interface. Furthermore, there has been no established basis for understanding the possible radioactivity venting mechanisms for the 2006 test, as compared to the higher yield 2009 test which did not leak (beyond the argument that larger tests are more likely to create “stress containment cages”). Nor had an objective basis been established for determining the likelihood of such venting occurring as a result of any future nuclear testing in the area.

This study is the first to address these issues specific to Punggye-ri Nuclear Test Site geology. We integrate subjective inspections involving commercial satellite image analysis with an objective quantitative “geomorphometric” approach that extracts the terrain characteristics that are indicative of the underlying geology. Additional information used in this study includes more recently available open-source geospatial information about the locations of the test events, quantitative image processing techniques, and the availability of a high resolution (5-meter) digital elevation model (DEM) for the site.
**Figure 2:** USGS reconnaissance based geologic interpretation (incorporating ASTER spectral data)

**Upper:** USGS extrapolated geologic map for the Punggye-ri nuclear test site.

**Lower:** Close-up of the USGS geologic map overlain on Google Earth. Image has been tilted to view in perspective looking north (epicenters as determined from reference #1).

(After Chirico, 2010, p. 11)
Figure 3: ASTER imagery data for the Punggye-ri nuclear test site.

Upper: Coverage of the ASTER data used to derive the USGS geologic map of the Punggye-ri nuclear test site.

Lower: Details of the USGS PCA map using ASTER imagery illustrating the lithologic boundary between inferred geologic units. Note the two lithologic units have no discernible differentiation in the area closest to the 2009 epicenter (from Chirico, 2010, p.13).
Regional Geological Setting


“The FY08 study of the geology at the location of the North Korean underground nuclear test of October 2006 suggests that the test occurred in Jurassic-aged granite of Mt. Manthap in the northeastern part of the country. A North Korean geologic text states that Manthapsan is a multiphase intrusion into carbonate rocks of the Puktaechon Series, dipping 40 to 70 degrees towards the country rock. The first phase consists of diorite and quartz diorite; the second phase is mainly granite; the third phase is mainly alaskite. Mt. Manthap is part of the very large Kwanmobong batholith of the Hyesan Complex, related to the Songnim tectonic Movement.

Structurally, the area of the test site occurs within the Machollyong Massif, which is sandwiched between the Rangnim Massif on the west and the Kwanmo Massif on the east. The Rangnim and Kwanmo Massifs were originally one structure; they became separated by an ancient rift-type geosyncline into which the thick carbonate rocks of the Matenrei (or Puktaechon) Series accumulated. The Machollyong Massif was subjected to tectonic movement during the late Lower Proterozoic and again during the Mesozoic, folding and fracturing the existing rocks. The Songnim movement also introduced the Mesozoic granitic rocks into the region.

The majority of rocks mapped in the area of the test site are low porosity granitic, basaltic and rhyolitic rocks with associated tuffs, and metamorphic rocks, with lesser amounts of sedimentary rocks. The metamorphic rocks are mostly schists, fewer types of gneiss, and some metamorphosed sedimentary rocks such as marble and quartzite.

A widespread, thick carbonate sequence (the Matenrei or Puktaechon Series, of Lower Proterozoic age) is mapped to the south of the test site (Folio 14); a small-scale map shows these rocks surrounding Mt. Manthap.
The carbonates are of interest because of the potential containment problems they present, and their presence may limit the locations of future tests in this region. The large-scale maps also indicate that blocks of carbonates are preserved within the granite masses as roof pendants.

The large-scale geologic maps (available only for the areas south and east of the test site) also show wide distribution of geologically young (Quaternary and Tertiary) acidic (rhyolitic) and mafic (basaltic) volcanic rocks in areas south of the test site; the youngest have been dated to the Pleistocene. The relatively low resolution maps (small scale) 1:1 million scale maps (which do cover the area of the test site) likewise show extensive development of Quaternary mafic volcanic rocks to the north and west of the test site along an Achaean plutonic boundary (granite) within the test site proper.”

Figure 4 shows the extent of the Japanese geologic mapping from the 3 key Japanese “Folios” (Nos. 3, 4, 14) located closest to the Punggye-ri nuclear test site as overlain by Buttleman and Matzko onto the smaller scale North Korean geologic map from 1994. The key point is that the compilation corroborates the existence of both Precambrian (Proterozoic) carbonates (dolomite/limestone) and Tokureido diorite (labeled Cretaceous age) being present just south of the test site. The small scale 1994 North Korean map does not show either of those rock types continuing north into the test site proper. However, the “Tanchon Complex Jurassic granite” on the newer small scale North Korean maps appears to be one and the same as the unknown age, but likely Jurassic, “Meisen schistose granite” shown on the older large-scale Japanese maps. A joint North Korean/Chinese report from 2009 includes a very small scale map, which similarly identifies the area of the nuclear test site as being situated in the “Middle Jurassic Tanchon Complex,” apparently granite, next to “Neogene volcanic rocks,” again consistent both with the Japanese mapped Shintokuri basalt and volcanics and 1994 North Korean mapping.

It should be noted that, on the 1994 country level geological map, the North Koreans also show a northwest-southeast trending fault that terminates just west of Mt. Manthap and likely through the area now accessed by the “South Portal”. We can neither confirm a fault at this location nor provide insights on any potential impact such a fault might have with regard to future testing in association with the “South Portal.” However, the nearly straight, north-south trending valley between Punggye-ri and Mt. Manthap is at least suggestive of
possible local faulting. Nonetheless, in general, the Punggye-ri/Mt. Manthap region is in an area of low natural seismicity.\textsuperscript{18}

\textbf{Figure 4:} Details of the geological folios 3, 4, and 14.

Summary of Reconnaissance Mapping Methodologies

Various reconnaissance mapping methodologies were employed in the creation of the 2010 USGS geology map of the Punggye-ri nuclear test site by Peter Chirico, who noted:

“...interpretations were made to correlate the previously mapped geologic units to area where no geology data was available. To extend the geologic map data into the unmapped area, the spectral analysis, Principal Components Analysis (PCA), and DEM data were interpreted with the previously mapped folio mapped information.”

Building upon this effort, we have employed additional reconnaissance mapping methodologies that include correlation with new geomorphometric information as derived from a 5-meter Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the area supplemented with high resolution Digital Globe commercial satellite imagery (as visualized in 3-D perspective using Google Earth), and integrated with recently published detailed geo-positional information on the Punggye-ri nuclear test site. This approach provides a more objective basis for identifying lithologic units and their boundaries such as are present on the USGS reconnaissance geology map between the mapped Mesozoic diorite (generally more competent rock as manifested by a dendritic (branching) drainage pattern) and mapped Precambrian gneiss (which could be subject to a greater degree of fracture, hence less competent, and generally manifested by a more angular drainage pattern). (See Figure 5 and Figure 6).
Figure 5: Subjective manual terrain analysis with respect to the openly identified event locations for the three North Korean underground nuclear tests conducted to date.

The drainage pattern suggests a differential stream pattern consistent with two different rock types along a lithologic boundary as inferred and mapped by the USGS and separating the two types of host rock associated with underground nuclear testing.
Figure 6: Schematic of the relationship between geology, terrain character and drainage patterns.
In general, geomorphic landscape features reflect the interplay between tectonic-associated processes of uplift and climate-associated processes of erosion. The underlying geology controls the character of the landscape for both of these processes. Recent advances in the field of geomorphometrics (defined as the science of quantitative land surface analysis\textsuperscript{19}) provides a methodology to quantitatively measure landscape features and provide an objective approach for evaluating the geology (e.g., rock type, fault and fracture distributions) that influence the character of landscapes.

Our approach to quantitative terrain analysis is based on three methodologies:

1. An eigenvalue analysis which provides information about the topographic organization and shape factor (a measure of the strength of the dominant linear fabric to the terrain).
2. A measure of the surface roughness based on the “rugosity” of the surface - calculated by computing the average elevation change between a grid cell and the eight neighboring grid cells.\textsuperscript{20}
3. Correlation of the surface drainage network with the bedrock geology and structure.

This information is then integrated with data collected by various remote sensing platforms and mapped and visualized with Global Mapper and Google Earth (together with correlation of available regional geologic maps of the area to refine the geologic site characterization).

Figure 7 provides a high resolution (5-meter) digital elevation model (DEM) map of the Punggye-ri nuclear test site that was generated as part of this study to examine the various stream drainage patterns as an expression and potential indicator of the underlying geology. Most readily identifiable are the feather-like patterns arising in the nearly flat-lying basalt layers. The Oligocene age Ryudo (Yongdong) alkalic basalt in the lower right (southeast) corner of the map is clearly distinguishable from the Quaternary Shintokuri olivine basalt that encompasses the test site on the top and left (western and northern sides).

Figure 8 shows the rugosity (or surface roughness) of the test site as determined from the elevation data. The Shintokuri basalt cap stands out sharply in dark blue on the west and north, while the mapped probable dolomite/limestone roof pendant appears as a light blue ovoid near the bottom center.
Using a correlation algorithm to relate surface roughness to terrain types, the base terrain types of the NK Test Site provide insight into the geologic setting. Figure 9 illustrates the distribution of the three lowest terrain type orders (measure of surface roughness). The lowest order terrain maps the distribution of basalt caps (primarily the Shintokuri olivine basalts) and the alluvial drainages. The higher order terrain (Figure 9, lower) highlights the distribution of fractured crystalline rock (granites and diorites) and shows how the Punggye-ri nuclear test site is located at the northern extent of these rougher and deformed rocks. The complete terrain map (Figure 10) illustrates how the region of high terrain complexity (rough topography generated by fractured and foliated schists and gneisses) extends up to the area of the NK Test Site. Capping basalts and volcanic layers mask the northern most extent of the basement rock terrain type, but it is reasonable to assume that it continues northward under the basalt and volcanic layers.

Fine-tuning of the terrain type map and conversion to a plausible geologic map requires the incorporation of additional information. For example,

Figure 11 illustrates the synthesis of the topographic data and the surface roughness information to further delineate the location and extent of a limestone pendant. At present, this “data fusion” step is achieved by visual inspection by a trained spatial analyst. It remains as much art as science at this point. Future work would include additional automation of this step.

Our final geologic synthesis map of the Punggye-ri underground nuclear test site is shown in Figure 12 (overview) and Figure 13 (close up). These maps combine all of the available information and are the product of both computer-automated analysis routines and fine tuning by geologic analysts.

Our geologic interpretation confirms that the test site is bordered on the west by the eastern limit of the Quaternary “Paektusan Volcanic Plateau” (Also known as the Kaima Plateau) consisting of a sequence of horizontal volcanic strata including the Shintokuri olivine basalt sourced to the Paektusan (a.k.a. Baitoushan, Hakutosan, Mt. Changbai) volcano, located approximately 110 kilometers northwest of Punggye-ri on the North Korea/China border having geographic coordinates of 42°06 N and 128°04 E. That stratified volcanic sequence (and likely tuffaceous ash falls) forms the top 200 meters of
Mt. Manthap and includes a thin capping layer of basalt that forms a prominent scarp along the western and northern portion of the test site. Dating from about 1.4 million years ago, the sequence lays unconformably upon the basement rocks situated within the test site proper.

Rockslides, consisting of greyish basalt talus and scree, extend downslope at multiple locations from a break in slope that marks the unconformity boundary. Erosion channels are most prominent beneath gaps in the otherwise generally protective basalt cap and escarpment. Severe flooding in the late summer of 2012 caused marked erosion scars which contributed to downslope scouring of the major steam beds along with adjacent vegetation that exposed bare bedrock in many places within the test site proper (thereby providing new candidate sites for future hyper-spectral analysis).

The main area of the test site tunneling underlying these volcanics is situated in the basement rocks, most often described in available reporting as either Jurassic-aged granite, (e.g., “Meisen schistose granite,” see reference 3), but more likely consisting of a variety of rocks in including granite, diorite, gneiss, and possibly quartz porphyry. These basement rocks form a large south sloping and eroded drainage basin.

The eastern portion of the test site, which has been associated with North Korea’s first nuclear event in 2006, exhibits numerous highly foliated and likely highly fractured, outcroppings. Although we have tentatively mapped this lithologic body as an extension of the Saitoku gneiss consistent with Chirico, we also cannot yet rule out it being a western extent of the “Meisen schistose granite,” which would also be consistent with the small scale 1994 North Korean origin geologic map. It should be noted that, according to the Japanese geologist, Yoshio Kinosaki, the rocks of the Precambrian Matenrei System (that include the Saitoku gneiss and the dolomite/limestone) are not only “intensely comingled with each other, but also intruded by so many dikes and lit-par-lit injections of various rocks such as aplite, pegmatite, schistose granite, and schistose diorite, that they cannot be differentiated on the maps.” In any case, the host rock for the 2006 underground nuclear test is highly foliated, and likely highly fractured, which might help to explain the prompt venting of radioactivity detected outside of North Korea following that event.

The western portion of the test site proper, which can be associated with both the 2009 and 2013 underground nuclear tests, has been tentatively identified and mapped as Tokureido diorite, although we cannot yet rule out a less foliated and fractured version of the Meisen schistose granite (or perhaps slightly younger Mesozoic granite like the
Sentoku). In either case, based on our geomorphometrics-based analysis, the host rock directly under Mount Manthap is very likely a hard and competent one, more like diorite or more typical granite, and thus likely a good choice for containing underground nuclear explosives tests.

**Figure 7**: 5 meter DEM and drainage pattern for the Punggye-ri nuclear test site.

Upper: A high resolution (5-meter) digital elevation model map of the Punggye-ri nuclear test site showing the test locations and relative locations of the tunnel portals. Lower: Stream drainage patterns derived from the topographic surface. Variations in
the drainage patterns can be related to the underlying geology.

**Figure 8:** Rugosity (topographic roughness) of the Punggye-ri nuclear test site.

Rugosity is calculated from the elevation data and algorithmically derived near neighbor grid comparisons\(^{20}\).
Flattest Terrain: Basalt caps and alluvial drainages

Test site

Terrain Types 0, 1, and 2 differentiate the terrain into three principal rock types: Basalt/Alluvium, intermediate Volcanics and Talus, and Basement Crystalline Rock

Figure 9: Map of three lowest order terrain types.
**Figure 10:** Complete terrain mapping for the Punggye-ri nuclear test site.
Figure 11: A combined rugosity (surface roughness) map and drainage map for the Punggye-ri nuclear test site.

**Upper:** The derived stream drainage map is shown in perspective on Google Earth. The probable dolomite/limestone “roof pendant” stands out in the lower left center of this combined image. **Lower:** Terrain types overlain on drainage map, again showing the unique cohesive qualities suggestive of a dolomite/limestone “roof pendant” inside the yellow oval.
Figure 12: The derived regional geologic map of the Punggye-ri nuclear test site.
Figure 13: The derived local large scale geologic map of the Punggye-ri nuclear test site.

Lower: Small-scale reconnaissance-based USGS geologic map for comparison.
Figure 14: Ground photos of the highly fractured Saitoku quartz porphyry.

Ground photos taken circa 1932 of the highly fractured Saitoku quartz porphyry of the Cretaceous-Jurassic age. Given the location information regarding the rock pillar in the Japanese Folio #4 (2 kilometers west of Saitoku (now Punggye-ri)), it was possible to locate the rock pillar outcrop on Google Earth.
Figure 15: Google Earth overlay of the foliation patterns near the Punggye-ri nuclear test site.

Highly foliated (and likely highly fractured) outcrops along the ridge associated with North Korea’s first underground nuclear test in 2006 as observed on Google Earth in 3-D perspective looking north towards Mt. Manthap. Both our mapping and that of the USGS previously identify this as Saitoku gneiss. However, a strong case can also be made for this being the “unknown age” (probably Jurassic) “Meisen schistose granite” (see discussion in text).
Figure 16: Google Earth image of a rock pillar in comparison with one identified in inset photograph obtained circa 1932 just west of the village of Punggye-ri.

A prominent rock pillar, not unlike the quartz porphyry pillar (shown in the inset), is located near the “East Portal.” This portal was associated with North Korea’s first underground nuclear test (in 2006). The dashed line marks and inferred lithologic boundary.
Figure 17: Differential coloration of excavated spoils at the tunneling locations of the Punggye-ri nuclear test site.

Coloration variations and differential erosion across the inferred lithological boundary provide additional evidence of different underlying host-rocks.
Discussion

Several topics of interest relevant to the North Korean Test Site can be reexamined given the results presented above.

1. Carbonate Rocks in the Vicinity of the Punggye-ri Nuclear Test Site?

This study provides an objective basis for evaluating the plausibility of dolomite/limestone units in the immediate vicinity of the 2009 nuclear test epicenter (as suggested by the results of the USGS ASTER image evaluation). Our conclusion is that there is little evidence to support the existence of such a distinct lithologic boundary bifurcating Mt. Manthap near the 2009 nuclear test event epicenter. According to Buttleman and Matzko:

“Of particular interest in the area of folio 14, located just 14 km south of the test site, is the widespread occurrence of thick carbonate rocks and the containment difficulties they present. … The atlas series also indicates that blocks of carbonates are preserved within the granite masses as roof pendants; these pendants occur within granites mapped in all three folios, though they are relatively uncommon. Although no carbonates are shown in the immediate area of the test site on the small-scale geologic maps available, the differences in the maps suggest some uncertainty as to the extent and proximity of the carbonates to the site, and even the possibility of roof pendants within the Mesozoic (Jurassic) granites of the Mt. Manthap area. While there is presently no evidence that the nuclear test of October 2006 was conducted in carbonates, their presence may limit the locations of potential future tests in this region.”

Although we have found little evidence to indicate the presence of carbonate rocks (dolomite/limestone) in the immediate vicinity of the test site proper, by employing “geomorphometrics” and visual inspection of commercial satellite imagery, we did find evidence of one likely “roof pendant” (Figure 8 and 11), which may have also served as the location of a former limestone quarry. From our analysis, together with previous USGS reporting, we found agreement with the small scale North Korean geological map from 1994 which shows the northernmost extent of a main block of dolomite/limestone is also the location of an active limestone quarry. This quarry was first identified as likely being for limestone by Chirico based on spectral analysis of ASTER multi-spectra imagery in combination with interpretation of commercial satellite electro-optical imagery in 2010.26
It could also be argued that since this is the closest observed limestone quarry to the underground test site, it is unlikely that a source of limestone is present any closer to the test site proper. Limestone is an important ingredient in cement, a commonly used material either alone or mixed in concrete for reinforcing tunnel walls and/or for emplacement purposes (Pakistan was reported to have sealed its nuclear test tunnel at Ras Koh with a mixture of sand and 6,000 bags of cement in 1998). If such a source of limestone were readily accessible closer to the test site, then it would likely have been tapped to limit transportation costs in terms of time, distance, and diesel truck fuel.

2. Rock Type at the North Korean Underground Nuclear Test Site

In assessing the regional geologic setting, Buttleman and Matzko point out:

“In general, low porosity, dense, massive rocks such as granite...offer good environments for underground nuclear tests. The tectonic history of this area suggests, however, that rocks pre-dating the Mesozoic Songnim movement have suffered deformation from this movement, and are folded, sheared, and fractured, thus reducing the integrity of the rocks. The ground photographs provided in the atlas suggest that many rocks, including those post-dating the Songnim tectonic movement, might be highly fractured and thus complicate containment, and require adequate technical remediation.”

Murphy, et al., 2013, similarly put it this way,

“Little information is available from published sources on specific details of the rock types and their properties in the vicinity of the NK test site. Smaller scale geologic maps...for the Korean peninsula indicate the presence of Achaean (3950-22500 Ma) (millions of years ago) and other Precambrian (>540 Ma) basement rocks in the general vicinity of the test site along with Mesozoic (Jurassic-Triassic, 250-145 Ma) intrusive igneous rocks, as well as Cenozoic and Quaternary (<2.5 Ma) (extrusive volcanic rocks extending toward the test site area from Mount Changbai and adjacent areas to the northwest (Steinshouer et al., 1997). Best estimates indicate that most rocks in the NK test site area are low-porosity, dense, intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks, including granites (considered the most likely source rock), basalts, and rhyolites, which are Mesozoic or younger. These are viewed as providing the best environment for containing nuclear explosion tests; rocks older than Mesozoic tend to be more fractured and less competent. Thus, the surface rock types identified from the
limited available literature sources for the NK test site area suggest competent hard rocks, consistent with the inference that the nuclear tests were conducted in “good coupling” media.\(^{29}\)

Our analysis identifies evidence of potentially highly fractured rock near the “East Portal.” A comparison of available ground photos of the highly fractured Saitoku quartz porphyry near the village of Punggye-ri with outcrops in the eastern portion of the test site is made possible with commercial satellite imagery as is available on Google Earth (Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14). The rocks in the eastern portion of the nuclear test site proper are exposed as highly foliated and broken outcrops and thus also likely highly fractured, and the foliations are somewhat consistent with a description for the “Meisen schistose granite”.\(^{30}\)

Based on reporting by the Japanese geologist, Iwao Tateiwa, the Meisen schistose granite is part of the regional intrusive basemental system described as being of unknown age (but labeled by others as Mesozoic/Jurassic). Tateiwa described these rocks in some places as having been “intensely pressed” and that the “strike and dip of their schistosity plane, which is obviously of the pre-Tertiary, are variable as shown in the geologic maps. Overall, these planes strike NW-SE and dip sharply to the northeast or nearly vertical.” This orientation is consistent with the foliations observed in the outcrops in the eastern portion of the Punggye-ri nuclear test site, as visible on Google Earth, which also strike NW-SE (\(\sim 300-120\) degrees) and also dip steeply (\(\sim 65\) degrees), albeit to the southwest.

While the lithology of the eastern portion of the Punggye-ri underground nuclear test site is expressed in highly foliated rock outcrops and at least one prominent rock pillar, the western portion is more subdued with somewhat more rounded slopes with a less angular dendritic stream pattern more indicative of a non-foliated granite or diorite. When we view the test area in the vicinity of the tunnel portals, another possible indicator of lithological differences appears across the inferred geologic boundary. Figure 16 at least suggests that the host rock that has been excavated from the “East Portal” is somewhat darker grey than the excavated host rock from either the “West Portal” or the “South Portal” which appear to be lighter grey in color.

Such potential differences in lithology between the host rock accessible via the “West Portal” and that accessible via the “East Portal” may also help to explain why the “East Portal” has been abandoned. That the “East Portal” has indeed been abandoned is evidenced by the removal of all but two buildings outside the portal\(^{31}\), the lack of any vehicular track activity, and most importantly, that no road or bridge repair work of any
kind has been observed following the heavy flooding of the test site in the summer of 2012. Contrariwise, such repair work has been regularly observed at both the “West” and “South” portals, with mining and vehicular activity ongoing in association with those portals.

3. Containment Factors Associated with North Korean Underground Nuclear Testing

A number of factors may provide insights as to why the first test in 2006 (associated with the “East Portal”) vented detectible radioactivity in the form of noble gases, while the subsequent two tests in 2009 and 2013 (associated with the “West Portal”) did not (apart from human post-test activity, see reference 5 and Figure ).

These factors could include:

1) That the 2006 test was emplaced at a location affording less overburden, hence shallower depth of burial than the following tests and hence closer to the surface to facilitate easier gas migration.32

2) Higher yield tests (e.g., 2009 and 2013), are more likely to produce “containment stress cages” than the lowest yield test of 2006.33

3) The detection of radionuclides could have simply been a spurious detection unrelated to the 2006 test.

4) The geology of the host rock used for the 2006 test was less competent than that used for the 2009 and 2013 tests (supported in part by the geomorphological analyses in this study).

5) The North Koreans may have employed more robust containment strategies for the post-2006 tests (as the North Koreans apparently claim in an animation video publicly broadcast in 2010, see and Figure 19 and Figure 20).
Figure 18: Evidence of new tunneling activity.

New tunneling activity at the “West Portal” as first reported by 38North
http://38north.org/2013/06/punggye062413/. This figure is adapted and updated from that reporting. The “West Portal” has been determined to have been used to support both the 25 May 2009 and 12 February 2013 DPRK underground nuclear tests. The left hand image is from 13 May 2013 and the right hand is from 15 October 2013. Together they show a substantial increase in excavated spoil material from ongoing tunneling activities following the 2013 test and could explain the detection of radionuclides 55 days following that event. (See Ref. 5)
A North Korean broadcast video animation screen-shot, showing a purported tunnel layout of the 2009 tunnel test (right) showing that it is comparable to that of the first US underground nuclear test tunnel layout for the “Plumbbob Rainier” experiment in 1957 (left). The DPRK animation layout is plausible, and it employs three different passive containment features, two of which were described as having been used by Pakistan in its 1998 testing. The original video frames did not have annotations. Those were added by Pabian and Hecker in 2012. The North Korean video also showed the use of 10 remotely operated doors for active closure (unlikely), while the US used unspecified closures for additional blast mitigation.
Figure 20: Conjectural surface projection of a tunnel layout incorporating containment strategy per DPRK broadcast animation video. Gibbons/NORSAR relative location plot was anchored to Pabian/Hecker 2009 event location.

This conjectural design for tunnel layout from the “West Portal” to achieve containment is consistent with relative location identifications and purported tunnel plot for the 2009 test. As of this writing, a third drift is evidently being excavated via the “West Portal” in preparation for another future test.

There is a dearth of specific reporting on the ground water, water table depths, and rock saturation in the vicinity of the Punggye-ri nuclear test. However, surface water can be regularly observed in the streambeds throughout the test site proper, and, more importantly, water is now apparently flowing consistently from the “South Portal” (see Figure 21). To our knowledge, no water has ever been observed in the vicinity of the “West Portal” (the location of both the 2009 and 2013 tests and where new tunneling is also now underway) and it is unclear if water has ever been visible near the “East Portal” (associated with the 2006 test) in the past.
**Figure 21:** Evidence of water at the South Portal at the Punggye-ri nuclear test site.

Water is evidently regularly flowing out of the tunnel associated with the “South Portal.”
5. Structural Cross Sections

Figure 22 and Figure 23 provide two simplified cross-section views of the Punggye-ri underground nuclear test site, from south to north, and west to east respectively. The cross sections illustrate the general geologic setting of the Test Site which is characterized by basaltic and volcanic rocks unconformably overlaying batholithic basement bedrock.


This study illustrates the procedure for generating and refining the surface geologic map for a denied-access site. This information is critical for constraining information used for a 3-D Geologic Framework Model (GFM) which extends the geologic information into the subsurface. The GFM provides a structural framework populated with subsurface physical properties and forms the basis for both near- and far-field modeling efforts. The procedures discussed in this study for refining and modifying the surface geologic map illustrates the need for an expert analyst to provide interpretation of the data and develop plausible geologic relationships. The goal of developing a “push button” methodology for generating surface geologic maps from which a GFM could be derived remains elusive.

7. Additional Spectral Analysis Work

An opportunity exists to acquire and evaluate more current, post-flooding 14-band ASTER or 220-band HYPERION imagery (or 29-Band WorldView-3, after next year’s launch), preferably in early spring, post-snowmelt and pre-foliage, and to specifically focus on those areas of newly exposed bedrock (and newly excavated tunnel spoil) to cross-check our findings with the ASTER spectral geologic library. Such imagery is not yet available as of this writing (but has been requested via the USGS).

8. Additional Applications for Synthetic Aperture Radar Imagery

The application of commercially available high resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery could also help to shed new light on the underlying lithologies and the extent of foliations and fracturing, and, if both pre- and post- test radar imagery for each event (including any future events) could be obtained, interferometric coherent change detection would likely also reveal subtle surface disturbances yielding even greater precision with respect to the event geo-locations.
Conclusions

This study provides a revised reconnaissance-based geologic map, site characterization, and geologic report for the area surrounding the underground nuclear test site near Punggye-ri, North Korea. Our research involved a reevaluation of all available geologic information combined with original analysis of commercial-satellite-sourced remote sensing data to derive a more accurate understanding utilizing a novel integrated “geomorphometric” approach.

The results indicate that the North Korean nuclear test site is located in Mesozoic/Jurassic age granitic-like basement rock, similar to that mapped on a small-scale North Korean geology map published in 1994. However, our findings also show that there is reason to believe that this basement host rock may vary in competency, with the 2006 event most likely having occurred in less competent, e.g., fractured, host rock (either Precambrian Saitoku gneiss (as mapped) or Jurassic-age Meisen formation’s schistose granite), while the subsequent 2009 and 2013 tests more likely occurred in a more competent host rock (either Cretaceous Tokureido diorite or less fractured Mesozoic-age granite) thereby providing better containment and better coupling. Such information offers a new basis for understanding possible radionuclide venting mechanisms for the 2006 test, as compared to the higher yield 2009 test that did not leak detectible radioactivity, while also helping to provide insights on the cause of subsequent abandonment of the “East Portal,” which had been used to support of the 2006 test.

We also found that there is a low probability for the existence of Precambrian (Proterozoic, “Matenrei”) limestone/dolomite in the immediate vicinity of the nuclear test site, which thus mitigates the likelihood of prompt venting due to non-condensable carbon dioxide gas generation as a result of any future nuclear testing in the area. This study is the first to address these issues specific to the absolute event locations associated with North Korean nuclear testing at the Punggye-ri Nuclear Test Site.
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Figure 22: South-North Geologic Cross-section of the Punggye-ri Nuclear Test Site from the “West Portal” to Mt. Manthap
Figure 23: West-East Geologic Cross-section of the Punggye-ri Nuclear Test Site.
Appendix A: Geo-location of North Korean Nuclear Tests

Figure A-1. USGS seismically derived locations (without application of relative location via differential waveform interferometry). The “West Portal” is shown at lower right.

Figure A-2. CTBTO seismically derived locations (without application of relative location via differential waveform interferometry).

Figure A-3. Absolute locations as derived through combination of differential waveform interferometry plots with commercial satellite imagery of test tunnel portals and topography. Colored relative location plot created by Steven Gibbons/NORSAR (and originally anchored to Wen and Long derived test locations) but anchored here to Pabian/Hecker derived test locations, and overlain on Google Earth. (Note that the absolute locations as determined independently by Wen/Long and Pabian/Hecker are within 300 meters of each other)

Source: http://www.academia.edu/4943283/Detection_and_Location_of_the_February_12_2013_Anounced_Nuclear_Test_in_North_Korea
EXPLANATION OF GEOLOGY

by Ivan Tutelias

The Micon district or the area embraced in the geological maps of this Atlas occupies a southern part of N. Kasky-D., covering about 1419 square kilometres, bounded on the east by the Sea of Japan and on the south by the Kishik district, studied and mapped by Mr. F. Yousmwi. The longitude is 12° 30’ E. and the latitude is 41° 18’ N. interest at the center of the district.

No important reference to the geology of this district is found.

Topographically the Micon district can be divided into three main or less markedly characterized belts, trending in general N.W., approximately, viz., the coastal mountains belt, the central hilly belt and the western mountainous belt.

The coastal mountains belt consists mainly of schistose granites, intruded and unbedded, in the southern part of it, by various types of the Tertiary andesite rocks. In the central hilly belt, are widely distributed the Coniacian shales, resting on the schistose granites and accompanied by a large amount of schistose rocks. The belt ascends to the east abruptly to the coastal mountains belt, the boundary between these two belts being marked in a great fault (fault No. XI) running N.W. E. To the west, however, it becomes gradually in relief and pass into the western mountains belt, constructed essentially of schistose granites.

All rocks seen in the present district are classified as in the following synopsis:

1. basement system
   - unconformity
2. Tertiary system
   a. Ryhdd group
      - unconformity
   b. Micon group
      - unconformity
   c. Shoshinian group
      - unknown relation
   d. Gneis group
      - unconformity
3. Quaternary system
4. Recent series
5. intrusive rocks of unknown relation

BASEMENTAL SYSTEM

The basement system in the present district is represented by granites more or less schistose. So far as the mineralogical compositions are concerned they are divided into biotite-granite and biotite-lamprophyre-granite, of them the former is again divided into at least two, viz., a monosparphic or slightly porphyric one and a conspicuously porphyric one with larger distinct plomoseph of albitic feldspar. We do not know definitely, however, whether they are differentiated phases of a batholith, or are of different periods of intrusion. In some places distinctly porphyric biotite-granite is seen intensely pressed showing typical "augen" structure.

They include frequently masses of crystalline felsicose, arsenaceous rock and more or less melanocratic diorite as well as granitic rocks.

Strikes and dip of these schistose planes, which is obviously of the pre-Tertiary, are variable as shown in the geological maps. Generally, however, they strike NW.-SE. and dip steeply to the northeast or nearly vertical.

Concerning the geological age of this system we have no satisfactory data to suggest it definitely, though it is highly probable, thinking from the lithological nature, that the biotite-granite which is not distinctly porphyric and is extensively distributed in this district, belongs to the so-called and granite intercalating into the rocks of Markham group in the various parts of the different regions of the present district and considered to be older than the Cenomanian.

TERTIARY SYSTEM

Ryhdd group. The lowest division of the Tertiary system, named the Ryhdd group, is distributed widely in the western part of the central hilly belt, and comprises clay, sandstone, coal, etc., accompanied by a large amount of albitic breccia. The plant remains yielded from the lower division of this group warrant the Lower Tertiary age of this group. It is divided into two formations corresponded from the lower as follows:

a. Ryhdd formation.
   b. Ryhdd albitic breccia.

Ryhdd formation consists of clay, sandstone, conglomerate, coal, etc., resting on the eroded surface of schistose granites of the preceding system, mainly in the western part of the central hilly belt. They are continental accumulations formed probably in a shallower fresh or brackish water, and attains as a whole about 60 metres in thickness. Numerous remains of plant, preserved fairly well, have been yielded from a light brown shale at various places in the tract of this formation. Of these following 16 species are recognized by the writer as important:

Pinos kalmiae (Ung.)
Glyptostrobus cunninghamii (Brong.)
Fusua longihaasti (Brong.)
Zygia nigra Hesse.
Cyeium scutigenum Ung.
Picea aspera Hesse.
Quercus falciformis Ung.
U. er. elginensis Hesse.
U. sc. longifolia Ung.
Plangus angustifolia Hesse.

The Ryhdd flora as shown in the above list is not doubt closely related to the so-called “Arctic Miocene” and may not be younger than the Oliki flora which is essentially of Arctic Miocene plants mingled with some forms closely allied or identical to some existing plants and has been thoroughly considered to be of the Oligocene.

Ryhdd albitic breccia are constantly the preceding strata and consists mainly of numerous sheets of tephritic lava-basalt accompanied by a small amount of basaltic-basalt, tuff, agglomerate, tektite sandstone, shale, etc., accumulation of them consisting in some place more than one thousand metres in thickness. It is suggested from the field study that the vicinity of Osmibie, four kilometres south of Kotsqu, where the formation enhances comparatively large amount of tuff and agglomerate together with dykes of the same character with most sheets of this formation, was the center of eruption of lavas at this time if not all the lava belonging to this formation are considered to have been poured out from the supposed center.

The basalt-basaltic rock are effective? sheets resting directly upon the preceding coal-bearing strata, underlaid by sheets of the tephritic? tektite breccia and associated with its agglomerates
The three formations came from the oldest as follows:

a. Heirsund formation.

b. Kamikido formation.

c. Shishigahara formation.

2. Heirsund formation consists largely of cross-bedded conglomerate and sandstone, with numerous remains of marine mollusks, and attains about 400 meters in the entire thickness. Rarely, local unconformity is recorded in the formation itself.

b. Kamikido formation consists essentially of light brown sandstone with abundant plant and animal remains, interlayering these layers of sandstone and sandy mudstone, and it is measured about 200 meters in thickness at the most part. Important plants determined by the writer from the shale are as follows:

- Glyptostrobus macrocarpus (Bong.)
- Sequoia sempervirens (K. Koch.)
- Picea sitchensis (Bong.)
- Pinus flexilis (C. Koch.)
- Larix laricina (Bong.)
- Pinus banksiana Lamb.
- Abies balsamea (L.)
- Tilia cordata Mill.
- Acer rubrum L.
- Quercus rubra L.

The Miocene flora, listed above, contains a greater percentage of plants which are closely related to those living than it is the case in the flora of Chelki series. The abundant occurrence of American beech (Fagus grandifolia Ehrh.) which is very common in the post-Miocene flora of Japan, seems to be especially noteworthy. But, considering from the general composition of the flora, it can hardly be of the Upper Tertiary, for, so far as their general composition and the climatic condition indicated by them are concerned, the Miocene flora appears to resemble very near, and is not closely related to the flora of the South Korean Chelki flora but differs considerably from the Miocene flora in South Korea which has been considered by the present writer to be of the Miocene, indicating fairly warmer climatic condition than it is in South Korea at the present time. In short, therefore, it is safe to conclude that the Miocene flora is fairly older than that of the Eumelius series and undoubtedly near in age to the Chelki flora, but not older than the latter.

c. Kamikido formation. A series of cross-bedded sandstone, intercalating layers of conglomerates and sandy mudstone, and many nodules and accompanied by effusive sheets as well as intrusive bodies of olivine-basalt, covers an extensive area in the central hilly belt. They constitute the Kamikido formation. It contains numerous remains of marine mollusks preserved fairly well and attains about 1500 meters in thickness.

When the enormous thickness of these sediments reached, there took place in the present district a great tectonic movement which produced somewhat intricate system of faults as shown on the geological maps. The fault lines trend in some places diversely but in general approximately N75°E. and their northeastern sides were thrown down. There are, however, a few southeastern sides of which are considered to have been thrown down. The result of the movement, therefore, is the structure of fault, the central hilly belt corresponding at least in part, to a basin, produced at this time.

so far as we are aware, physiography of North Korea, especially of North and South Kamikyo-Da, has been greatly controlled by a number of faults belonging to the system which produced the structure of hilly in the present district. As one of the instances of analogous geological structure with that of the present district, due to the same system of faults, the writer can take that of the Kamikyo district in South Kamikyo-Da. On account of this, the writer has colligated tentatively the fault lines in question under the name of the Kamikyo system, though it is highly probable that the system is contemporaneous with and belongs to the South Korean Haean system of Prof. Kott, as which the writer has already stated that at any rate, it shows a greatest diastrophic movement which subdued the Circum Japan Sea region in the Palaeozoic time and is considered to be highly important as a criteria in correlating the Palaeozoic rocks in that part of the world. As for the significance of the Kamikyo system, the writer states provisionally only that the block folding at this time as recognized in North Korea seems to play a certain important role in the geological relation of the Sea of Japan as well as the Japanese Islands lying on the opposite side of it.

Exact geological age, in which the fault system was produced has not yet been known. Judging from the stratigraphical relations, however, it is no doubt considerably older than the Shichibusaen group, the youngest division of the Tertiary system in this district as described below.

Approximately in this stage of these movements the district became land and was subjected to degradation; and after it had been considerably eroded and had nearly lost in places its characteristic features due to the faults, a large amount of allikh lavas commenced to pour out successively, mainly from the vicinity of Shichibusaen in the coastal mountainous belt. They are the rocks of the Shichibusaen group.

Shichibusaen group. Besides various kinds of allik rocks covering an extensive area in the coastal mountainous and the central hilly belts, it includes a small amount of tuff, volcanic breccia, sandstone, etc. which closely associate with the allik rocks. It is noteworthy that the group is lithologically very near to the complex of volcanic rocks constructing the main part of the Oki Islands in the Sea of Japan.
The group can be divided into eight rock formations enumerated from the oldest as follows:

a. Ōzekiōka alkali basalt.
b. Naisandō formation.
c. Ōzekiōka alkali rhyolite.
d. Fukuō alkali rhyolite.
e. Ōzekiōka tuff.
f. Ōzekiōka alkali granite-porphry.
g. Jigen formation.
h. Ōzekiōka alkali rhyolite.

a. Ōzekiōka alkali basalt. The oldest formation of this group, covers unconformably the rocks of Mōzen group and consists of at least four effusive sheets of basalt, totaling in general about 40 metres in the entire thickness. The four sheets, counted from the lowest one, are as follows:

No. 1: Olivine-basalt with titamagite, smooth low?
and biotite.
No. 2: Olivine-basalt with hornblende.
No. 3: Olivine-basalt comparatively rich in hornblende.
No. 4: Olivine-hypersthene-basalt with hornblende.

b. Naisandō formation consists of a variegated tuff, whitish, yellowishgray, palergray, etc. in color, puniceous, in places lithic, and accompanied in one place by basaltic deposits. It is in general about 20 metres or less in thickness.

c. Jigenjiōka alkali rhyolite either covers the preceding rocks as strong sheets or cuts as dykes the schistose granites and the rocks of Mōzen group and is widely distributed in the southern part of the present district. It consists essentially of greypish, purplish or lavender lithicaceous rhyolite with or without sparry or banded structure, accompanied in some places by its euhedral and glassy modifications. It is not rarely slightly porphyritic, being imbedded by small amount of phenocrysts of feldspar, with or without schillerization, and quartz.

d. Fukuō alkali rhyolite covers the preceding as strong sheets, occupying but small areas in several places. Petrographically it is represented by a palegrayish fine-grained rock imbedded by sparse phenocrysts of feldspar, with or without schillerization, and quartz. Microscopically it consists of a groundmass made of a fine aggregation of alkali feldspar, quartz, biotite, sericite, augite-angles, etc. imbedded by a small amount of phenocrysts of feldspar, quartz and intergranular quartz.

e. Ōzekiōka tuffstone is represented by a paphytic rock, consist of a grey or darkgrayish groundmass imbedded by phenocrysts of alkali feldspar and augite-angles. It occurs as small dykes cutting the Jigenjiōka alkali rhyolite or as sheets covering the zone and is very limited in distribution.

f. Ōzekiōka alkali granite-porphry constitutes, together with the Jigenjiōka and Ōzekiōka alkali rhyolite, the southern portions part of the Coastal mountains belt in the present district. In part, it clearly consists of a number of effusive sheets resting upon the schistose granites but in part seemingly massive. Mores of occurrence together with its lithological textures observed at various parts of its tract seem to suggest that in the southern part of the tract there was the vent from which the lavas of this formation were poured out.

The main bulk of the mass of this formation belongs lithologically to a paphytic rock consisted of palegrayish groundmass which, according to the microscopical study, is microfissile or glossy and contains minute crystals of feldspar, quartz, biotite, sericite, arfvedsonite, biotite, etc. imbedded richly by phenocrysts of alkali feldspar, with or without schillerization, quartz, biotite, sericite, arfvedsonite, augite-angles, etc. Rarely it is accompanied by glassy modifications.

A. Jigenjiōka tuffstone formation consists of a series of volcanic lavas intercalating thin sheets of alkali rhyolite which is similar in its petrological nature to the Ōzekiōka alkali rhyolite, mentioned just below. It attains about 150 metres in thickness.

b. Ōzekiōka alkali rhyolite appears in various places in the southern part of the district, covering various preceding rocks as strong sheets or cutting them as dykes. Petrographically they belong to a grey or palergray porphyry, rock characterized by its beautiful phenocrysts of moonfels. According to the microscopical study it is distinctly porphyritic consisting of glassy, microfissile or microspirritated groundmass imbedded by alkali feldspar mostly with schillerization, quartz, augite-angles, biotite, etc.

Gegun group. In the vicinity of the southeastern corner of the present district there is another group of rocks which rest upon the deeply eroded surface of the schistose granite and whose relations to the preceding groups are not known. In this Atlas they are tentatively included in the Tertiary system and grouped under the name of the Gegun. It embraces a basalt, accompanied by its tuff and agglomerate and a bed of conglomerates; and is divided into two formations as follows:

a. Gegun basalt.
b. Naisandō conglomerate.

a. Gegun basalt includes effusive sheet and dykes of olivine-basalt, accompanied by tuff and agglomerate.
b. Naisandō conglomerate consists of conglomerates, probably more than 150 metres in thickness, dipping gently to the southeast. The pebbles constituting the bed are of well worn stones and generally over 5 centimeters across. They are made of basalt derived not from the Gegun basalt, on which they were deposited, or schistose granite, but none of them are shown to be of the rocks of Ōzekiōka group. It is probably older in age than the Ōzekiōka.

QUATERNARY SYSTEM.

Pleistocene series. Though we have no palontological evidence showing its Pleistocene age, or the basis of stratigraphical relations, that geological age for these rocks which are considerably younger than the rocks of Ōzekiōka group but can not be considered as younger as the Recent.

The series in question embraces basalt, tuffstone, gravel, sand, clay, peat, etc. and are divisible into six formations as follows:

a. Künsen formation.
b. Gyrenen basalt.
c. Naisandō formation.
d. Kygōsdō basalt.
e. Ōzekiōka tuffstone.
f. Yōtsa basalt.

a. Künsen formation. In the various places of the central hilly belt, are appeared gravel beds, constructing upper portion of hills and covering unconformably the Tertiary rocks above referred to. Analogous gravel beds are also seen under the Gyrenen basalt and the Ōzekiōka tuffstone. They are conveniently grouped and described under this formal name. It consists largely of gravel, intercalating in places layers of clay rarely with impressions of plant, and attains about 30 metres in the thickest bed constructing the upper part of Künsen, a hill in the vicinity of Mōzen.

b. Gyrenen basalt extends widely along the course of the Gyrenen, forming here and there dissected lava plateaus of about 100 to 500 metres high above the adjacent alluvial terraces.
on the ground of the Tertiary rocks and schistose granite, the total thickness of the lava being approximately 100 meters. Rarely it covers this ground bed included into the Kiusan formation. Lithologically it is less variegated than the other bands in this district and belongs to olivine-basalt commonly with opalite structure.

c. Schiolitite formation covers the preceding at Schiolitite, about 19 kilometers northwest of Moeun, and consists of gravel, sand, clay, and peat. It is thin, only several meters in thickness.

d. Kyokohi basalt encloses numerous effusive sheets of basalt, accompanied in some places by a small amount of agglomerate and forms an extensive lava plateau dissected by the lower stream of the Gyochi and its tributaries. The plateau is low in altitude in comparison with those consisted of the Gyochi basalt, thus exhibiting a lower step of the latter. The total thickness of the lava attains over 100 meters in general. It occurs in some places thin and impersistent beds of green. Lithologically it is classified into two, viz., hypabyssal-basalt and olivine-basalt, the latter rich in glass base.

e. Schiolitite trachyte is distributed in several places on the coast of the district, where it underlies the rocks of Kiusan formation and embraces sheets and dykes of variagated hypabyssal trachyte with or without phenocrysts of quartz. At Schiolitite it is accompanied by multifarious glassy and agglomerate modifications. No relations of these rocks to the preceding Plishtoma rocks except the Kiusan formation is known.

f. Yutok basalt is seen in several places, covering as a whole but a small area. It consists essentially of effusive sheets of basalt covering the rocks of Kiusan formation, Schiolitite trachyte or Tertiary rocks. The youngest rock among those of the Plishtoma, therefore, is the basalt under consideration or the Kyokohi basalt already referred to. Lithologically it belongs to olivine-basalt with or without opalite base.

Recent series. It includes gravel, sand, clay, peat, mud, talus, etc. and is classified into three formations as follows:

a. Old Rhaetic formation (or Permo ecozoon).

b. Young Rhaetic formation, together with the recent beach deposits.

c. Talus formation.

INTRUSIVE ROCKS OF UNKNOWN RELATION.

Besides the rocks, of which relations are more or less closely known stratigraphically, there are a number of intrusive rocks of which mutual relations have not been utterly known. These are divided into two groups, viz.: 

a. Rocks intruding into the schistose granite.

b. Rocks intruding into the Tertiary rocks.

a. Rocks intruding into the schistose granite. This group is divisible into two subgroups, viz., 1, basic rocks including small dikes, diorite or gabbroic in nature, mostly highly decomposed; 2, acidic rocks including small dikes of fine granite, granite-porphyry, aplite and pegmatite. Most of them may rather appropriately be placed in the Rosental system.

b. Rocks intruding into the Tertiary rocks. The second group embraces the rocks intruding into the Tertiary rocks together with some dikes which intrude into the schistose granite but are considered from their lithological nature to be considerably younger in age, than the preceding one. These intrusive rocks includes basalt, rhyolite and rhyolite, mostly more or less alkaline in their lithological natures. Some of them may be highly interesting to petrologist.

The field works which furnished all data for this Atlas were carried out during the months of May to August and October, 1937, and June to July, 1938.


Meisen Quadrangle Geologic Map, from Folio #4, 1925, Japan. Area is just east of the Punggye-ri Nuclear Test Site (source Buttleman and Matzko, USGS)
Cross-sections from Folio #4 just east of the Punggye-ri Nuclear Test Site
Source: Collection and Digitization of Data from Geological Atlas of Chosen Folio No. 4
Kyukudo, Meisen, Shichichosan and Kotendo Sheets by Iwao Tateiwa, Geological Survey
Governor General of Chosen Kokamondori Seoul 1925
(Source Buttleman and Matzko, USGS)
Stratigraphic sections from Folio #4 just east of the Punggye-ri Nuclear Test Site
Source: Collection and Digitization of Data from Geological Atlas of Chosen Folio No. 4 Kyukudo, Meisen, Shichichosan and Kotendo Sheets by Iwao Tateiwa, Geological Survey Governor General of Chosen Kokamondori Seoul 1925
(Source Buttleman and Matzko, USGS)
Cross-sections through the Kilju-Meisen graben (Meisen is referred to on DPRK maps as Hau) **Upper**: (Adapted from Tateiwa, Folio#4) From the Kotendo and Schichichosan Quadrangles just southeast of the Punggye-ri Nuclear Test Site) Source: Tsutomu Ogura, *Geology and Mineral Resources of the Far East, Vol. 2*, 1952, University of Tokyo Press, 1969, p.16. **Lower**: From Kobayashi (1933).

Cross sections show the general geologic setting of the North Korean Test Site with capping sedimentary and volcanic rocks overlaying a basement complex (undifferentiated intruded and stressed Jurassic age schistose granites/diorites and/or gneiss).
Appendix C: Folio # 14 Geology Summary (e.g., Saitoku) and Key Graphics

EXPLANATION of GEOLOGY

YUSHI KINOMATA

SYNOPSIS

Matenrei system (Pre-Cambrian)

Ryudo group

Meien group

Toryuo group

Quaternary system

Shintokuri group

Recent series

MATEREII SYSTEM.

The system comprises the most part of the district.

Kanto group

Kujikkoku group


Labradorite gneiss, Kujikkoku granite, Saitoku gneiss, Kikoku granite, and Saitoku gneiss are also included in the lower part.

Middle part. Mainly dolomite, in places contains magnesite.

Upper part. Alteration of dolomite and limestone into alteration beds of micro-schist or spotted micro-schist.

Under this supposition the geology of the district roughly mapped in Fig. 71. In the map Ryudo group, Kikoku granite and Saitoku gneiss are also included in the lower part. Dolomite is in the most cases a white medium or coarse crystalline rock and is almost pure (Table II). It is sometimes impure and contains a tolerable amount of coloured minerals. According to the essential coloured minerals the impure rocks are divided into fumarole-dolomite, hornblende-dolomite (Fig. 52), phlogopite-ferritite-dolomite and phlogopite-hornblende-dolomite.

Sometimes pseudomorphs of barite are found in almost pure dolomite (Fig. 42).

Limestone is in most cases a white medium or coarse crystalline rock, and is almost pure, but impure kinds are not sure (Table I). According to the essential coloured minerals the impure limestones are divided into hornblende-limestone, fumarole-limestone, dolomite-limestone, phlogopite-limestone, forsterite-phlogopite-limestone (Fig. 50), forsterite-phlogopite-limestone, hornblende-graphite-limestone, hornblende-phlogopite-limestone, diopside-phlogopite-limestone (Fig. 51), phlogopite-diopside-forsterite-graphite-limestone, diopside-hornblende-limestone and forsterite-diopside-limestone.

The rock mainly composed of calcite and dolomite i.e., dolomite limestone is not abundant in the district.

Magnesite occurs in the dolomite of the middle part of the system in the two localities, Takeshowa-cho (Fig. 25) (Shimpukijo sheet) and along the river Hohabashi (Gosudai sheet). In the former it forms a gigantic leonitic mass and in the latter forms a vein. Magnesite from the both localities is white coarse crystalline and is almost pure without any admixtures except scanty amount of talc, Table V (7), and leucite (Fig. 67).

Leucite in dolomite in Takeshowa-cho (Fig. 25) (Shimpukijo sheet), and forms a mass or a rock composed almost only of the mineral without any admixtures in the main parts of the mass. The mineral is white and soft. Individual crystal is almost small (diameter is 0.1 mm) and scaly. Optically biaxial positive. 2V is very small. Index of refraction is 1.571, 1.576. Specific gravity is 2.56. Chemical analysis is shown in Table V (6).

Phlogopite in the dolomite and limestone, especially in the limestone of the lower part of the system where penetrated by dykes of pegmatite, forms in some places workable deposits. Among the many phlogopite deposits in the district, the deposits of the Hoshni mine with its varieties (Fig. 9, 27, 28) and the Hondo-mine mine (Fig. 12) are important. In these localities phlogopite occurs as vein, pockets and disseminated deposits in limestone, associated with diopside, forsterite and magnetite (Fig. 29, 30, 47, 73).

Phlogopite forms dark brown, reddish brown, pale brown or nearly colorless six-sided prismatic crystals and shows following crystal forms (Fig. 38).

b (001), c (001), a (010), c (010), a (101), c (101), a (101), c (101), a (101), c (101), a (101), c (101), a (101), c (101), a (101).

Cleavage is perfect parallel to c. Glimmer along the cleavage planes is common. Optically biaxial negative. Optical angle is very small. Chemical analyses are shown in Table V (5, 6, 7). (19)

Large crystals affixed to gneiss and 70 cm. along base and weigh about 375 kg. in one crystal (Fig. 37).

Diopside forms light green transparent prismatic crystals. Following crystal faces are observed (Fig. 39, 73)
Specified deposits

Chemical analysis of crystals attain tremolite supposed to be Cambrian systems in Large scales. Forsterite forms light to dark green translucent crystals. Following crystal faces are observed (Fig. 47, 74).

b \( \{001\} \), c \( \{001\} \), m \( \{110\} \), s \( \{120\} \), f \( \{111\} \), e \( \{021\} \), o \( \{210\} \).

Clinozoisite is distinct parallel to a, b and c. Clear parting parallel to c is characteristic. Hardness 6. Specific gravity 3.28, \( \varepsilon \{100\} \). Optically positive. Plane of optical axes parallel to b. \( \varepsilon \{210\} \). Large crystals attain 50 cm along prism and 20 cm along base. Table V (1).

Forsterite forms light to dark green translucent crystals. Forsterite is rarely found in phlogopite deposits. It forms with itself a rock having sporadical impregnation of phlogopite and phlogopite-based pyroxene. The rock forms dykes about 50 cm wide, containing large tremolite crystals. The mineral is grey translucent and is grouped by white veins of quartzite (Fig. 48). Optically uniaxial negative. Index of refraction \( \omega \approx 1.534, \varepsilon \approx 1.5305 \).

Chemical analysis of the mineral is shown in Table V (1).

Graphite-schist is a grey schistose rock. It is mainly composed of graphite, quartz, orthoclase, chlorite, actinolite, phlogopite and diopside (Fig. 59), Table IX (1, 3). Where the rock is composed of pyroxene there are found relatively large scales of graphite. Large scales of that kind are found in some places as graphite veins (Fig. 70, 31, 34, 35), Table V (4).

Relatively large crystals of sillimanite, staurolite, actinolite, tremolite and cordierite (Fig. 40, 42, 43) and mineral deposits of gold, silver, copper, zinc, lead, iron and titanium (Fig. 13, 21, 28, 65, 69, 70) are found in the system.

The system belongs to the one of the three supposed Pre-Cambrian systems in Japan, but as to its strict geological age, nothing is known at present.

IGNEOUS ROCKS OF UNKNOWN AGE. Matenai system is intruded by many kinds of igneous rocks which are supposed to be older than the Bukkokuji system. The igneous rocks might have been intruded in several times between Pre-Cambrian to Tertiary, but nothing the geological age of each intrusion or the strict intrusive relations among the igneous rocks themselves in most cases is known.

The igneous rocks contain granite, diorite, aplite, pegmatite, alkaline granite, and are according to the schistosity roughly grouped in three types, distinctively schistose (A) (Fig. 55), partly schistose (B) and not schistose (C). Each of these three groups contains several rocks as shown in the synopsis.

Kakusenai syne is a schistose biotite-syenite, schistose diopside-biotite-syenite, schistose biotite-hornblende-syenite and schistose hornblend-syenite and contains many xenoliths of the Matenai syne.

Yonai syne consists of schistose biotite-hornblende-syenite and is almost free from small xenoliths. Chemical analysis of the rock is shown in Table IV (2).

Pegmatite belongs in most cases to the ordinary kind, and consists mainly of quartz, feldspar and mica, but one found near the Hobo mica mine belongs to alkaline type. The alkaline pegmatite occurs as a dyke, about 30 m wide, with the trend of N. 30° W. in dolomite. It consists mainly of anorthosite-pegmatite, accompanying a little of orthoclase and diorite (Fig. 26).

Anorthosite-pegmatite is a black prismatic mineral and shows following crystal faces (Fig. 46, 45, 72).

a \( \{001\} \), m \( \{110\} \), b \( \{012\} \), c \( \{012\} \).

Pegmatite nearly parallel to c is distinct. Specific gravity is 3.16. Strongly pleochroic, a deep green, \( \beta \) light green, \( \gamma \) yellow. \( a^{\prime} \approx 0.7\). Optically basic negative. Plane of optic axes parallel to b. \( \varepsilon \{100\} \). Large crystals attain 10 cm along prism. Chemical analysis of the mineral is shown in Table V (1).

Kakubusan alkalic granite is a light greenish medium grained rock. According to the component minerals the rock divided into anorthosite-granite (Fig. 60), anorthosite-biotite-granite, eucryptite-granite (Fig. 64) and anorthosite-biotite granite. Chemical analysis of the anorthosite-granite is shown in Table IV (1, 2, 56, 64).

Sekihada aplite consists of pegmatitic and aplitic rocks (Fig. 59) and contains many xenoliths of Matenai system (Fig. 14).

Hot-springs are found in Onseno and in its vicinity (Koho short). In the former the hot-springs gush out along the fissures in Koho granite (Fig. 25, 26), Table X.

UPPER DAIDO SYSTEM. In the district, Upper Daido system is represented by several igneous rocks of supposed Bokkojii system, (formerly called Bokkowii system), and are represented by surface flows, dykes, and partly porphyry granite (Fig. 16, 17, 62). As these rocks are closely resembling certain igneous rocks of the Bokkowii system in Japan, it is supposed that the rocks may be included in the series, but as for the strict geological age of the rocks nothing is known in the district.

TERTIARY SYSTEM. Ryudo and Meisen groups consist of alkaline basalt and tephrogenous deposits, with some coal seams (Fig. 11, 12). Ryudo alkaline basalt formation consists mainly of an accumulation of many flows of alkaline basalt intercalating tuff and sandstone (Fig. 27). The alkaline basalt is a black to grey phyllitic rock showing a tolerable amount of orthoclase under the microscope in thin section. Table IV (3). The groups contains some animal and plant remains.

The plant remains of the groups are considered by Tatsnawa as of Oligocene-Eocene, and Makiyama regards the animal remains of the lower part of Meisen group (Bokkowii conglomeratic formation and Inasho formation in this district correspond to the lower part of Meisen group) as of Upper Eocene.

Toyosan group consists mainly of volcanic flows and tuffs (Fig. 19). Sekaha basalt is an accumulation of many thin flows of olivine-basalt (Fig. 66). Toyosan alkaline trachyte consists of surface flows. In the district the eruptive centre of the flows is supposed to be Mt. Toyosan which occupies the southeastern corner of the district and lies at the southern end of the Hukutsu volcanic range. The alkaline trachyte is a grey porphyritic rock with phenocrysts of amphibole. The ground mass of the rock consists of alkaline feldspar, augite, augite-augite-biotite, eucryptite, amphibole, actinolite, and glass (Fig. 62, 64). Table IV (3). Toyosan tuff formation consists mainly of tuff of alkaline trachyte, Table IV (3), with fragments of alkaline trachyte, obsidians and beds or fragments of pumice (Fig. 63). The strict geological age of the group is not distinct, but it is considered from the stratigraphical and petrographical characters to be the same age as of the Shikiburakan group of supposed younger Tertiary.

QUATERNARY SYSTEM. Shishikoku basalt of Shishokoku group is an accumulation of thin flows of olivine-basalt. The area of the basalt in the district belongs to the southern margin of a great mass of basalt around Mt. Hakutsu (Fig. 19, 20), Table IV (6).
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